Product Highlights

Hosting Server Management, Simplified.

cPanel & WHM provides a powerful set of automation tools for server management.

What is cPanel & WHM®?

cPanel & WHM is a suite of tools built for Linux operating systems that gives you the ability to automate web hosting tasks via a simple interface. It removes the complexity of creating advanced server configurations and comes equipped with automatic updates, built-in backups, and all the tools you'll need to get up and running.

The cPanel accounts themselves are managed by WHM which is the web host manager. WHM is ideal if you are running your own server (whether a dedicated server or VPS) or when you want to resell web hosting services.

Even More Features:

**INTEGRATED SECURITY**
Imunify AV is included with every license to scan for malware and help you stay in control of securing your server from spam. Integrated upgrades to Imunify AV+ or Imunify 360 automate clean up and give you peace of mind.

**GIT™ VERSION CONTROL**
Create and manage Git repositories directly from the cPanel interface. View revisions, log information, manipulate files and changes before or after pushes, solve merge conflicts when changes collide, and more.

**APPLICATION MANAGER**
Take advantage of the Phusion Passenger® web app server to deploy your applications! Register and manage your apps from this easy-to-use interface.

**REMOTE BACKUPS**
Using WHM’s Backup Configuration Interface, configure and store your account backups to a number of remote destinations including Amazon S3™, Google Drive™, FTP, SFTP, WebDAV and more!

**SERVER SECURITY**
Your servers and customers are protected by security protocols baked into the core, such as cPHulk, ModSecurity®, and Host Access Control, as well as 3rd-party offerings such as KernelCare and Imunify360.

**24/7 SUPPORT**
Customers and Partners receive 24/7 world-class support.